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A few lessons learned
• The framing of the project matters (Ejderyan et al. 2020; Cuppen et
al. 2020)
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A few lessons learned
• The framing of the project matters (Ejderyan et al. 2020; Cuppen et
al. 2020)

• Links to local priorities (Bennighaus & Bleicher 2018; Chavot et al. 2018)
 „Context matters“

• The project context is responsive
 The process matters (Ruef et al. 2020; Vargas Payera et al. 2020)
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The context matters – the context is responsive
• No clear cut perception of geothermal energy among the
public (Blumer et al. 2018; Ejderyan et al. 2019; Pellizzone et al. 2017)
• Local acceptance or opposition to geothermal energy
projects is driven by many factors (economic, political,
cultural, communication)
• … including the project itself (risk, nuisances, benefits)

• It does not depend only individual preferences or simple
risk/benefits assesment
 The perception is socially constructed

 No one-size-fits-all when it comes to public
engagement for geothermal energy projects

Influence diagram of the perception factors (Vargas-Payera et
al. 2020)
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From social acceptance to local embeddedness
• Technology-society relationship thought in terms of acceptance;
• The public as barrier (to be educated, convinced, or overcome…)

• Strategically ineffective

The social acceptance triangle (Wüstenhagen et al., 2007)
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From social acceptance to local embeddedness
• Technology-society relationship thought in terms of acceptance;
• The public as barrier (to be educated, convinced, or overcome…)
• Strategically ineffective
• „Acceptability“ emphasizes project
features
• Embeddedness points to the variety of
factors that make a project acceptable

A Responsible Research and Innovation approach to the social dimension of geothermal energy
projects (Chavot, 2020)
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What does it mean for public
engagement ?
• No one size fits all engagement processes

• Local public values provide a basis for embedding
projects in a territory (Ruef & Ejderyan, in review)

Public values for geothermal development in Geneva (Ruef & Ejderyan in review)
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What does it mean for public
engagement ?

Developers: talk
about intensive
bilateral engagement

• No one size fits all engagement processes

• Local public values provide a basis for embedding
projects in a territory (Ruef & Ejderyan, in review)
• The public engagement process is perceived too

Both: information is
important, but it depends
who provides it

• Public engagement can be a challenge for
participants too (Ruef, Stauffacher, Ejderyan, 2020)
 Public engagement strategies should be informed
• Social science can provide the knowledge base
• Good communicators/moderators are needed
for implementation

Residents: talk about
being engaged without
changing their routines
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Ruef et al. 2020
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